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Across
3. it is a crowd of birds

5. 3.you do it with your phone if you 

want to talk to someone.

11. it is something you get on your 

phone screen if you drop it.

14. a small field for horses

15. a type of not on any instrument

16. the middle of a song

18. it is an orghan in your body

19. a place you go to buy medicine 

and hair stuff and make-up.

21. it is another word for 1000 meteres

22. 2.a baby cow

24. somewhere you go to learn thngs

26. it is a complete disorder and 

confusion.

27. something you put on burgers

30. a thing you do calculations with

31. 1.a small hut that you can stay in 

when youre camping

32. it is a standered unit of fluid.

Down
1. it is a thing crisps come in.

2. it is at the bottom of the ocean

4. a sore pain in your head.

6. a realy bouncy animal from 

austrailia

7. compelling attractiveness or charm 

that can inspire devotion in others.

8. a thing you watch on tv.

9. it is a nymph deprived speech by 

Hera in order to stop her chatter.

10. a type of nut

12. something you do if someone 

gives you somthing special.

13. it is a functional programing 

language and one of the two dialects of 

the programing language lisp.

17. is a person from movies or tv 

shows

20. a synonym of being nice

23. it is a bird of pray

25. it is the name of a witches laugh

28. a deep fissure in the earths surface.

29. it is a thing you ti to a tree and 

sleep on it.


